gender is a myth
Quinn Newell

we are the new age prophets
preaching rebellion and social deconstruction.
rogue-souled youths climbing the fence between adulthood
and
reckless teenage abandon
a sign enforcing
NO TRESPASSING
separates the boundaries between manufactured masculinity
and
fake femme fragility
but we perch like delinquents on the fence frame;
fearless, with faces upturned to the moon,
mouths agape with howls and laughter
as we bewilder the world with our insubordinate identities.
opposition is in;
nonconformity, the new-found commodity -

Or hadn’t you heard?
binary compliance is cause for a riot
and we the defiant are throwing pebbles at that goliath.
we are in the lion’s den now
so ladies and gentlemen
and those who are neither
and those who are both
welcome to the new age mythology